LTI is Wisconsin’s singular summer camp for high school students organizing at the intersection of LGBTQ+ and racial justice. During LTI, attendees collaborate with LGBTQ+ peer and adult activists to share and refine skills in mobilizing for change in their schools and communities.
HOW DO I APPLY?
Applications can be submitted at tinyurl.com/gsafelti2019. Please note that applications are due on May 10th, 2019.

WHO STAFFS LTI?
LTI is developed and organized by a team of GSAFE staff, six Adult Mentors, six Peer Mentors, and two Senior Mentors. PMs and SMs are high school students who have attended LTI and undergone applied to return as student staff. Two SMs oversee a team of six PMs.

WHO CAN ATTEND LTI?
LTI is open to rising 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grade students in Wisconsin. This means that if you will be enrolled in a Wisconsin high school in the fall of 2019, you are eligible to apply for LTI.

IS THERE A COST TO ATTEND LTI?
Attendees are required to pay a $300 registration fee. GSAFE provides sliding scale scholarships from $0-$300 for all attendees, and no one has ever been turned away due to inability to pay. If you are interested in accessing a scholarship, please contact Sawyer J. at sawyer@gsafewi.org.